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ABSTRACT

1

Designers of virtual agents have a combinatorically large space of
choices for different media that comprise the look and behavior of
their characters. We explore the systematic manipulation of animation quality, speech quality, and rendering style, and its impact on
the perceptions of virtual agents in terms of naturalness, engagement, trust, credibility, and persuasion within a health counseling
domain. The agent’s counseling behavior was based on live video
footage of a human counselor. We conducted a between-subjects
study that had 12 conditions. Character animation was varied between a static image, procedural animation using a gestuary, and
manually rotoscoped animation. Voice quality was varied between
recorded audio of the human counselor and synthetic speech. Character rendering style was varied between 3D-shaded realistic and
toon-shaded. Prior studies indicate that people prefer and attribute
more sociality to other people and agents when modalities are consistent in their level of quality. Thus, we hypothesize that people
will be most affected by agents whose animation, voice, and rendering style are consistent, rather than the effects of channel quality
being purely additive. Results indicate that natural animations and
recorded voice are more appropriate for general acceptance, trust,
and credibility of the agent, and how appropriate she seems for the
task. However, our results indicate that for a brief health counseling
task, animation might actually be distracting from the persuasive
message, with the highest levels of persuasion found when the
amount of agent animation is minimized.

A general assumption in the development of virtual humanoid
agents is that anything that makes them more natural and lifelike
must be desirable: the most naturalistic voice, appearance, rendering
style, nonverbal behavior, and animation fluidity available should
always be preferred. However, some studies have demonstrated
that this is not always true. For example, Ring, et al. found that user
preferences for rendering style depend on the type of task the user
is performing with the agent: their study participants preferred
toon-shaded characters for entertainment, but more photorealistic
characters for serious applications such as medical counseling [20].
In another study comparing the effects of maximizing the realism
of each channel (e.g., photorealism, voice, etc.) vs. using channels
that were matched in realism, Nass and Gong found that matching
channel realism had more impact on positive user perceptions [18].
Mitchell, et al. also found that mismatches in voice realism (human
vs. synthetic) and appearance (human vs. robot) led to the highest
ratings of “eeriness” [16], following predictions of the uncanny
valley effect [17]. Together, these studies indicate a complex, often
non-additive, relationship between the realism of each channel and
user perceptions of realism, humanness, and acceptability.
Although these and other studies have investigated the impact of
voice quality and photorealism [15, 20, 32], few have explored the
impact of the animation quality of nonverbal communication behavior on user perceptions of and attitudes towards virtual agents.
Quality of conversational behavior may be particularly important
for “Embodied Conversational Agents” (ECAs [6]) that simulate
face-to-face conversation with users. In one of the few studies to
investigate this, Wu, et al. conducted an investigation in virtual
reality, finding that increased realism (an animated vs. static character) led to significantly greater perceptions of co-presence and
greater emotional response [31]. Although some virtual agent researchers use motion capture or rotoscoped animations, most use
procedural animation with behaviors (such as hand gestures) indexed from a relatively small “gestuary”. We know anecdotally that
these lead to user perceptions of “repetitive” and “robotic” behavior,
but the precise impacts of these less-than-realistic animations on
user perceptions and attitudes are unknown.
In addition, user preferences for different agent designs may not
always predict task outcomes. For example, users may prefer to
work with a friendly virtual exercise coach but may perform better
under the guidance of a “drill sergeant” persona. Few studies on
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INTRODUCTION

virtual agent design have explored the impact of channel fidelity
or realism on actual task outcomes, such as persuasion, and those
that have largely failed to find any effect [32].
Given the inconsistent findings, general lack of evidence, and
a bewildering array of options that designers of virtual agents
have, we conducted an empirical study to assess a range of realism
options for a virtual agent in a serious health counseling domain.
We not only assessed user attitudes toward the agent, but the effect
of the agent’s design on its ability to persuade users to commit
to obtaining a health care proxy, someone you appoint to make
medical decisions on your behalf in the event you are unable to
make decisions or communicate with health care providers. Thus,
in our study, we not only manipulate speech realism and rendering
style but also the animation quality of nonverbal communication
behavior used by the virtual agent playing the role of a health
counselor.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Effects of Animation Fidelity
As virtual characters become visually realistic, the expectations
of the users for how the character should act increases. The right
balance of animation and visual fidelity is important [25] to avoid
the uncanny valley effect [17]. Lane, et al. investigated the role of
animation fidelity of virtual humans (animated vs. static) in a learning environment for intercultural communication skills and found
that learners took significantly longer to analyze and respond to the
actions of animated virtual humans, suggesting a deeper engagement [13]. Wu, et al. studied the effects of an animated and static
virtual human in a medical virtual reality system for educating
nurses about the signs and symptoms of patient deterioration. They
found that participants in the animated condition exhibited a higher
sense of co-presence and greater emotional response, compared
to the static condition [31]. Research has also shown that close
emulation of the features of human-human face-to-face communication contributes to smoother communication and makes the
interaction more stimulating, motivating, and engaging [7] [32].
Thus, although virtual characters have been shown to be effective
in the context of health counseling [4, 12], there is a need to systematically study the effects of animation fidelity, as it interacts
with the factors of voice and rendering style, in the design of virtual
characters.

2.2

Effects of Voice Realism

Prior research has looked at the social perception of human speech
against computerized text to speech (TTS). Mitchell, et al. studied
the cross-modal effects of voice (synthetic vs. human-recorded)
and embodiment (robot vs. human) and identified that the crossmodal dimensions lead to a feeling of eeriness [16]. Tinwell, et
al. demonstrated that a visual–auditory mismatch correlates with
uncanniness [23]. These results suggest the need for avoiding the
uncanny valley by matching the character’s visual elements and
voice on the continuum between robotic to human-like. Stern, et al.
conducted a study where listeners were presented with a persuasive
argument in either a human or a TTS voice. They found that the
human voice was perceived more favorably than the TTS voice
and the speaker was perceived more favorably when the voice was

human [22]. However, they found no evidence that computerized
speech, as compared with the human voice, affected the degree of
persuasion. In a study comparing a mix of human and TTS voice
vs. a TTS voice alone, Gong, et al. showed opposite effects on task
performance and attitudinal responses. Users interacting with the
TTS-only interface performed the task significantly better, while
users interacting with a mixed-voice interface thought they did
better and had more positive attitudinal responses [11]. However,
the TTS-only voice was preferred due to its consistency and ability
to facilitate the users’ interaction with the interface.

2.3

Effects of Rendering Style

Changes in the appearance of the agent can contribute to positive
or negative attitudes regarding the character. Welch, et al. demonstrated that visual realism is necessary for human cooperation in a
virtual environment [28]. McDonnell, et al. investigated how different rendering styles affect user perceptions of a 3D character and
identified that rendering style affects the appeal and trustworthiness
of the characters [15]. However, Ring, et al. found a toon-shaded
agent to be more likable and caring compared to a realistic one
when having social dialogue, whereas the more realistic one to be
more appropriate for serious tasks, such as medical counseling [20].
Similarly, Zibrek, et al. also found toon-style characters as having a
more agreeable personality [34]. Thus, a toon-shaded visualization
may better suit an agent created for building a relationship with
the user, whereas a more realistic look may be more appropriate
for task-oriented agents. Zanbaka, et al. showed that the visual
realism of the agents did not influence the degree of persuasion.
In a study comparing virtual humans, virtual characters, and real
actors giving persuasive information, they found no difference in
persuasion based on the realism of the persuasion source [33].
These inconsistent findings prompted us to investigate this space
further, particularly in a serious task-oriented domain, such as
health counseling.

3

VIRTUAL AGENT DESIGN

In our current effort, we evaluate the effect of varying the animation
fidelity, speech quality, and rendering style of a virtual agent on
user perceptions and persuasion following a health counseling
conversation on the use of a health care proxy (a legally appointed
person who makes medical decisions on behalf of someone unable
to do so themselves).
The virtual counselor we created makes the case for obtaining a
health care proxy and attempts to persuade the user to commit to
obtaining a health care proxy by the end of the dialogue. The script
was developed in collaboration with a physician, and performed by
a trained health counselor in a recorded mock-counseling session.

3.1

ECA System Design

The ECA system was developed using the Unity game engine [24]
and was rendered in a web browser using WebGL. The system used
a hierarchical task-network-based dialogue manager to drive the
ECA dialogue. It presented users with a multiple-choice response
menu at each turn of the conversation (Figure 1). The system utilized
programmatic triggers within the dialogue script to drive agent
animations.

Figure 1: (A) The counseling agent screen as seen by the participants. The agent has her arms ready in gesture space. (B) The
agent with the Realistic rendering style. (C) The agent with the toon shaded rendering style.

Figure 2: Animation frames from the Gestuary (A–D) and Manual (E-H) conditions, with examples of nonverbal behaviors
such as beat (B), contrast (D, H), and palms-down (C,G).

3.2

Animation

Following work on the effects of animation fidelity of virtual humans in medical settings [26, 27, 31], we varied the animation
quality on three levels. The first level (Static) was non-animated
except for lip synchronization to the human voice or TTS.
The second level (Gestuary) utilized a library of gesture and
posture shift animations previously developed for conversational
health counseling agents. Gestures were based on the reference
video of the trained health counselor, which was interpreted and
annotated by two independent raters providing descriptions of
hand gestures and posture shifts following the coding description
in Table 1 with an inter-rater reliability of Cohen’s κ = 0.7. Some
examples are shown in Figure 2. Mapping library features to annotated movements, the animated behaviors were generated by
an automatic nonverbal behavior generator [8] synchronized with
speech. Gestuary represents the most common procedural animation approach used in the virtual agents research community.
The third level (Manual) represents the highest fidelity of animation. The agent’s hand gestures and posture changes were created
entirely by a human animator directly following the reference video,
an approach sometimes referred to as rotoscoping. Lip synchronization was still performed algorithmically. Compared to the Gestuary
agent, the Manual agent was naturally nuanced (see E and F in Figure 2) and varied (see G vs. C and H vs. D). Looking at Figure 2-H, a
gesture contrasting two items, the Manual agent encodes additional
information of one being lower than the other.

Table 1: Nonverbal behavior coding description from the rating of animations from the reference footage.
Behavior Description

Tags

Beat

Bi-phasic movement of the hand
to emphasize parts of the speech.

BEAT_L, BEAT_R,
BEAT_BOTH

Contrast

Movement of the arm indicating CONTRAST_L,
one of two objects in the dis- CONTRAST_R
course being contrasted.

Palmsdown
push

In gesture space, palms are down,
fingers outstretched, and a movement of the elbow pushes the
hands down or out slightly.

PALMS_DOWN_L,
PALMS_DOWN_R,
PALMS_DOWN_
BOTH

Posture
shift

A gradual or sudden shift of
weight from one leg to the other.

POSTURE

3.3

Voice

Similar to the work by Mitchell, et al. [16] and Nass & Gong [18],
our voice quality manipulation had two levels: human recording
(Human) and synthesized (Synth). For the human voice condition,
we used audio captured during the scripted mock-counseling session. The recording was split into audio clips for each agent turn
of dialogue. We then aligned the script with the recordings using
the SPPAS toolkit [5]. In this process SPPAS performed: (1) InterPausal Units (IPUs) segmentation, segmenting the audio signal into

units of speech bounded with pauses of at least 200 milliseconds
length; (2) tokenization of the text to remove punctuation, converting numbers and symbols to written forms, and segmenting text
into words; and (3) conversion of words into phonemes aligned
with the speech signal using the Julius speech recognition engine
[14] and HTK acoustic models trained from 16000 Hz audio samples. The phonemes and timing markers were used to generate
visemes for lip synchronization. We then combined the output from
SPPAS, and the script now annotated with nonverbal behaviors, to
create the final instructions sent to the Unity client and executed at
runtime. In the synthesized voice condition, we used the Katherine
voice from the Cereproc TTS engine [9] to generate the speech
audio, the phonemes, and timing markers used by the Unity client
to animate the speech.

3.4

Rendering Styles

Following Ring et al. [20], we created two versions of a virtual
agent model to evaluate the effect of rendering style, as shown
in Figure 1. First, we created the 3D model using Adobe Fuse CC
character creation software [1]. Then, for the Realistic version, we
applied the detailed diffuse, normal, and ambient occlusion maps
generated by Fuse to the model for a high level of detail and realistic
shadows. For the Toon version, we applied an average blur effect to
the default body diffuse map of the model in Adobe Photoshop [1],
imported the model into Unity, and applied the Unity Toon Basic
Outline shader to the diffuse material.

3.5

Study Stimuli

Based on the levels of animation fidelity, voice realism, and rendering styles, 12 different versions of the system were created, as
described in Table 2.

Table 2: The 12 conditions obtained from the combinations
of animation fidelity, speech realism, and rendering styles,
and the participant counts for each condition.
Condition

Animation

Speech

Rendering

Participants

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Gestuary
Gestuary
Gestuary
Gestuary
Static
Static
Static
Static

Human
Human
Synth
Synth
Human
Human
Synth
Synth
Human
Human
Synth
Synth

Realistic
Toon
Realistic
Toon
Realistic
Toon
Realistic
Toon
Realistic
Toon
Realistic
Toon

22
19
35
23
21
33
28
32
29
19
35
23

Figure 3: Samples from the counseling dialogue between the
user (U) and the agent (A) during various segments of the
conversation.

4 VIRTUAL AGENT EVALUATION
4.1 Method
The counseling dialogue script was the same in each condition,
i.e., about 15-20 turns long and lasting approximately 10 minutes
(Figure 3). At the end of the conversation, the system automatically
redirected the user to a post-interaction questionnaire website.

To evaluate the effect of animation fidelity, voice quality, and rendering style on user perception, we conducted a 3 (Animation: Manual
vs. Gestuary vs. Static) x 2 (Voice: Human vs. Synthetic) x 2 (Rendering style: Realistic vs. Toon-shaded) factorial between-subjects

Table 3: The items and anchors for the measures of voice,
animation, and appearance quality of the agent.

Table 4: The items and anchors for the general agent ratings
and information credibility.

Voice Quality
(Disagree completely ↔ Agree completely)

General Agent Ratings
(Disagree completely ↔ Agree completely)

The agent sounded like a person.
The agent’s voice sounded natural.
The agent’s voice sounded robotic.
The agent’s voice was smooth.
The agent’s voice was awkward.
The agent’s voice sounded comforting.
The agent’s voice was eerie.
The agent’s voice sounded mechanical.
The agent’s voice sounded artificial.
The agent’s voice sounded weird.

I could easily understand the character.
I felt comfortable interacting with the character.
The character had an appropriate body language.
The character was engaging.
The character was charismatic.
The character was warm.
I had fun interacting with the character.
The character was boring.
I felt awkward talking to the character.
I paid close attention to the character.
I felt like I was talking face-to-face with a person.
The character looked appropriate for her job.

Animation Quality
(Disagree completely ↔ Agree completely)
The character’s movements seemed natural.
The character acted robotic.
The character’s behavior was smooth.
The character’s behavior was awkward.
The character’s behavior was repetitive.
The character’s behavior was eerie.
The character’s behavior was mechanical.
The character’s movements were human-like
The character’s behaviors felt artificial
The character was stiff.
Appearance Quality
(Disagree completely ↔ Agree completely)
The character looked realistic.
The character looked appealing.
The character looked familiar.
The character looked eerie.
study (Table 2). Following enrollment, participants interacted with
the agent over the web and then filled out self-report questionnaires.
4.1.1 Participants. The study was conducted on the Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform [2]. All participants were required
to have a 90% or higher approval rating on AMT, be located in the
US, and use either Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome with WebGL
2.0 support as their web browser.
4.1.2 Measures. In addition to socio-demographics, the participants completed the following questionnaires:
Manipulation check: To assess user perceptions of our manipulations, we developed three composite measures for each factor, shown in Table 3. Chronbach’s alpha showed that two of the
measures had high internal consistency, i.e., the animation fidelity
measure (α = 0.93) and the voice quality measure (α = 0.96). These
measures were administered after the interaction with the agent.
Trust in the agent: The 15-item Wheeless trust inventory [29]
was adapted to measure participants’ trust in the agent, administered after the agent interaction.
Information credibility: A 6-item measure adapted from the
web credibility research questionnaire [10] to measure participant
perception of the credibility of the information provided by the
agent, administered after the agent interaction, as shown in Table 4.

(Not at all ↔ Very much)
How friendly was the character?
How trustworthy was the character?
How easy was talking to the character?
How much would you like to continue working with
the character?
How much do you like the character?
How much do you feel that the character cares about
you?
Information credibility
(Not at all ↔ Very much)
How believable was the information?
How trustworthy was the information?
How competent was the information?
How credible was the information?
How unbiased was the information?
How expert was the information?

Agent satisfaction: An 18-item, 7-point scale measure assessing different perceptions of the agent, including satisfaction, likability, friendliness, and caring, as shown in Table 4.
Persuasion: In our study, persuasion is the change in participants’ intent to obtain a health care proxy. This intent is assessed
at the beginning and end of the conversation on a 10-point scale
via dialogue by the agent. Our persuasion outcome is this pre-post
change in intent.
4.1.3 Procedure. All participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
indicated their willingness to participate after being presented with
a description of the study and consent information. Before interacting with the agent, they completed questionnaires on personal
demographics, health-literacy, and medical mistrust. Participants
interacted with one of twelve conditions (Table 2), speaking with
the corresponding agent for ten minutes. Importantly, the agent
defined the concept of health care proxy and asked the participant
twice, once at the beginning and once at the end, regarding their
commitment to obtaining a health care proxy. Lastly, participants
answered questionnaires regarding the agent (voice, animation,
appearance, general perception), interpersonal trust, and the perceived credibility of the agent (Table 3 and Table 4).

Table 5: ANOVA results across animation, voice, and rendering conditions. ** indicates p < .01 and * p < .05. The last column
shows which level of the independent variable was significantly higher than another.
Measure

Effect Size (ηp2 )

Factor

Statistic

Animation

F(2, 293) = 20.62**

0.123

Manual (4.18, 1.42) >Gestuary (3.52, 1.39)
Manual (4.18, 1.42) >Static (2.91, 1.38)
Gestuary (3.52, 1.39) >Static (2.91, 1.38)

Voice

F(1, 293) = 26.73**

0.084

Human (3.96, 1.53) >Synth (3.17, 1.33)

Voice quality

Voice x
Animation

F(2, 293) = 5.63**

0.037

Human (5.85, 1.33 >Synth (3.38, 1.44)
Synth+Manual (3.92, 1.41) >Synth+Gestuary (3.01, 1.26)
Synth+Manual (3.92, 1.41) >Synth+Static (3.08, 1.45)

Appearing realistic

Animation

F(2, 293) = 4.91**

0.032

Manual (3.81, 1.54) >Static (3.19, 1.5)
Gestuary (3.68, 1.65) >Static (3.19, 1.5)

Appearing familiar

Voice

F(1, 293) = 6.36*

0.012

Synth (4.36, 1.97) >Human (3.83, 1.85)

Voice

F(1, 293) = 7.70**

0.022

Human (5.5, 1.58) >Synth (4.98, 1.93)

Animation quality

Appropriate for the job

Agent satisfaction
Trust
Information credibility
Persuasion
(includes Computer
Literacy as covariate)

4.2

Levels Comparisons (Mean, SD)

Animation

F(2, 293) = 11.84**

0.056

Manual (5.43, 1.85) >Static (4.61, 1.91)
Gestuary (5.59, 1.58) >Static (4.61, 1.91)

Rendering

F(1, 293) = 5.16*

0.017

Toon (5.44, 1.78) >Realistic (5.04, 1.79)

Animation

F(2, 293) = 7.59**

0.049

Manual (5.08, 1.26) >Static (4.44, 1.27)
Gestuary (4.96, 1.2) >Static (4.44, 1.27)

Voice

F(1, 293) = 13.93**

0.045

Human (5.13, 1.22) >Synth (4.57, 1.24)

Voice

F(2, 293) = 6.93**

0.023

Human (6.44, 1.41) >Synth (5.98, 1.55)

Voice

F(1, 293) = 4.37**

0.015

Human (5.84, 1.18) >Synth (5.48, 1.40)

Animation

F(2, 293) = 3.40*

0.023

Gestuary (5.86, 1.13) >Static (5.38, 1.39)

0.095

Static (1.35, 2.33) >Manual (0.41, 1.82)
Static (1.35, 2.33) >Gestuary (-0.04, 1.72)
Manual (0.41, 1.82) >Gestuary (-0.04, 1.72)

Animation

F(2, 220) = 11.53**

Results

A total of 305 participants (160 Male, 145 Female) aged 19-73 (M=36.4,
SD=11.11) completed the study. We carried out factorial ANOVAs
to discern the effect of animation, voice, and rendering style on our
outcome measures.
There were significant main effects of animation and voice on
the animation quality measure (Table 5). The hand-animated agent
(M=4.18, SD=1.42) was rated significantly higher than both the
gestuary (M=3.52, SD=1.39), p<.05, and static agents (M = 2.91,
SD=1.38), p<.01. Additionally, the gestuary agent was rated significantly higher than the static, p<.01. The animation quality of the
agent with the human voice (M=3.96, SD=1.53) was rated significantly higher than the synthesized voice agent (M=3.17, SD=1.33),
p<.01.
There was a significant interaction effect of voice and animation
on the voice quality measure (Table 5). Participants rated the agent
with the human voice as having a significantly higher voice quality
than the synthesized voice agent, across all animation and rendering
levels, M=5.85 (1.33) vs. M=3.38 (1.44), p<.01. Additionally, our
analysis revealed that in the conditions where the agent had a
synthesized voice, the manually-animated agent had significantly
higher ratings of voice quality than the gestuary agent, M=3.92
(1.41) vs. M=3.01 (1.26), p<.05, and the static agent, M=3.08 (1.45),
p<.05.

Our composite measure regarding the appearance of the agent
had a low internal consistency, α = 0.44. Therefore, we carried out
a non-parametric aligned rank transform procedure on the single
items that comprised the scale [30].
For appearing realistic, we found a significant main effect of
animation level, in which both the manually animated and gestuary
agents were rated significantly more realistic than the static agent,
respectively M=3.81 (1.54) vs. M=3.19 (1.5) p<.01 and M=3.68 (1.65)
vs. M=3.19 (1.5) p<.05. There was a significant main effect of voice
level on the agent appearing familiar, with the synthetic voice
agent rated significantly more familiar than the human voice agent,
M=4.36 (1.97) vs. M=3.83 (1.85), p<.01. We did not find any effect
of rendering level—realistic shader vs. toon shader—on any of the
agent appearance rating items.
Participants were asked how appropriate they felt the agent was
for the job and we found significant effects of all three independent
variables: voice, animation, and rendering style (Figure 4). For voice,
the agent with the human voice was rated significantly more appropriate than the synthesized one, M=5.5 (1.58) vs. M=4.98 (1.93). For
animation levels, the hand-animated agent was significantly more
appropriate than the static agent, M=5.43 (1.85) vs. M=4.61 (1.91),
as was the gestuary agent significantly more appropriate than the
static agent, M=5.59 (1.58) vs. M=4.61 (1.91), p<.01. For rendering
style, the toon shaded agent was rated more appropriate for the job
than the realistic agent, M=5.44 (1.78) vs. M=5.04 (1.79), p<.05.

Figure 4: Means and standard deviations for the effect of
voice, animation, and rendering on the appropriateness of
the agent for her job.
There were significant effects of animation and voice on ratings
of satisfaction with the agent. The manually-animated agent was
rated significantly higher than the static one, M=5.08 (1.26) vs.
M=4.44 (1.27), p<.01, as was the gestuary agent rated significantly
higher than the static agent, M=4.96 (1.2) vs. M=4.44 (1.27), p<.01.
As for voice, the general agent ratings for the agent with the human
voice were significantly higher than the ones for the synthesized
voice agent, M=5.13 (1.22) vs. 4.57 (1.24), p<.01.

Figure 6: Means and standard deviations for the effect of
voice and animation on the credibility of the information
provided by the agent.
the agent-as-authoritative-counselor supposition as much as those
less familiar with computers. Participant trust in the agent, and
their ratings of credibility of information delivered by the agent,
both increased with participant age, indicating that older participants were more willing to give the agent the benefit of the doubt,
regardless of study manipulation.
Table 6: Bivariate correlations from analysis of ordinal and
ratio measures. ** indicates p-values < .01.
Age
Computer
Literacy
Age
Trust
Information
Credibility

Figure 5: Means and standard deviations for the effect of
voice on the participants’ level of trust in the agent.
On trusting the agent, we found a significant main effect of voice
(Figure 5). The agent with the human voice was rated significantly
higher than the synthesized voice agent, M=6.44 (1.41) vs. M=5.98
(1.55), p<.01. Additionally, there was a significant main effect of
voice and animation levels on how credible participants found the
information (Figure 6). The information given by the agent with
a human voice was rated more credible than the one with the
synthetic voice, M=5.84 (1.18) vs. M=5.48 (1.40), p<.01. Similarly,
the information delivered by the gestuary agent was regarded more
credible than the information coming from the static agent, M=5.86
(1.13) vs. M=5.38 (1.39), p<.05.
Correlational analysis of select ordinal and ratio measures yielded
several interesting insights (Table 6). The ability of the agent to
persuade participants decreases with self-reported computer literacy, indicating that more tech-savvy participants may not buy into

-0.116*

Trust
-0.047
0.163**

Information
Credibility

Persuasion

0.008

-0.178**

0.153**
0.670**

-0.068
0.007
-0.005

Regarding our main outcome measure of persuasion (i.e., commitment to getting a health proxy) we found significant pre-post differences across all study conditions, W=2176.5, p<0.01 (Pre: M=7.35
SD=2.3 vs. Post: M=7.88 SD=2.35). Given the significant influence
of self-reported computer literacy on persuasion (Table 6), we included computer literacy as a covariate in our MANOVA analysis.
We saw a main effect of animation on the change in persuasion
(Figure 7). Participants in the static condition showed a significantly greater change, M=1.35 (2.33), than those in the gestuary,
M=-0.04 (1.72) p<.01, and manually animated conditions, M=0.41
(1.82) p<.01, as well as a significantly greater change for participants in the manually-animated condition compared to those in
the gestuary, p<.01. There were no significant differences between
the levels of voice and rendering styles.

5

DISCUSSION

The manipulation checks for animation and voice quality showed
that they were correctly perceived by our participants. When asked

persuasion [19]) animation acts as a distraction from the comprehension of the information required to make a decision. This is
further supported by the finding that the highest quality animations led to higher persuasion than gestuary-based animations,
under the assumption that rotoscoped animations were the most
natural, and thus least distracting, of those two conditions.

5.1

Figure 7: Persuasion: Means and standard deviations for the
effect of animation on the change in participants’ level of
commitment to getting a health care proxy.

about animation quality, the hand-animated motion was rated
higher than procedural (“gestuary” based) animation, which in
turn was rated higher than a (mostly) static agent. When asked
about voice quality, recorded human voice was rated higher than
synthetic voice.
However, our manipulation check on rendering styles failed to
demonstrate that participants consistently rated the 3D shaded
character higher than the toon-shaded character as having a more
realistic appearance. We did find that animation quality significantly
impacted ratings of appearance, with hand-animated and gestuary
rated higher than the static agent, so it may be that the impact of
animation overwhelms any influence of rendering style, or that
participants had an overall positive reaction to the toon-shaded
character that biased their judgment of appearance quality.
Manipulations of one media channel often influence perceptions
of other channels [21], and we found this in four cases. Manipulations of voice quality significantly impacted ratings of animation
quality and character appearance (“familiar” and “appropriate”), and
manipulations of animation quality significantly impacted ratings
of voice quality and character appearance (“realistic” and “appropriate”).
Contrary to Ring, et al. [20], our participants rated the toonshaded character as being significantly more appropriate for the
health counseling task than the 3D shaded character. However, our
character design, setting, and task were all different from theirs,
indicating there may be more complex moderators that govern the
most appropriate rendering style for a character.
Overall satisfaction with the character, as well as trust in the
character, and ratings of information credibility were significantly
greater with a human recorded voice compared to a synthetic one.
Satisfaction and credibility were also significantly greater when
hand (“rotoscoped”) animation was used.
Our most surprising result was that our primary persuasion
outcome—change in intent to obtain a health care proxy—was significantly greater when character animation was minimized and
was not influenced by any other manipulations. It could be that in
brief, information-rich, counseling sessions (i.e., for “central route”

Limitations

Our study has several important limitations, including the relatively
small convenience samples recruited on Mechanical Turk that may
not generalize to any particular user demographic for a target application. Our results are from a very brief counseling session with an
agent that involved essentially no rapport or relationship-building
interaction [3], and so may not be representative of what would
happen in longer interactions, or after users have established working relationships with the agent. The task of obtaining a health
care proxy was likely not personally-relevant to most of our participants, so the results largely reflect those from a hypothetical
decision scenario. Finally, our self-report task outcome lacks the
validity of an objective, behavioral outcome, such as following up
to determine whether participants actually obtained health care
proxies or not.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied the impacts of different levels of animation,
voice and rendering styles of a virtual human on participants’ intent
to commit to obtaining a health care proxy. Our results have important implications for the design of interactive virtual characters. We
found that natural animations and human-sounding voice affected
how users rated the virtual human’s overall acceptance, trust, and
appropriateness in delivering health counseling information. For
critical moments when we want to maximize persuasion, our results
suggest that it might be more appropriate for the agent to be less
animated, to shift the focus momentarily to the speech channel. We
found few interaction effects in our results, indicating that media
channels (animation, rendering, voice) act independently, in support of the “maximization” hypothesis: the best quality available
for each channel should be used, independent of the other channels
rather than the “consistency” hypothesis, in which channels should
always be matched in fidelity.

6.1

Future Work

In future studies, we aim to further explore the design space of
virtual characters in serious task applications, investigating manipulations of lighting and color for rendering the character. The
effects of gender, age, race, and general appearance in different
task scenarios with different user populations is also a large but
important design space to evaluate. Future research is also needed
to test our finding that animation can act as a distraction from the
comprehension of key information. The consequences of mixing
TTS and human voices for different parts of dialogue is also something we plan to study. Finally, we plan to investigate how these
effects change over time in longitudinal tasks.
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